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Recent caJculations ofthe order of (Z а)4 ;;:; Ry рисе сесоil correction to the hydrogen energy 
levels асе critically revised. The origins of errors made in the previous studies асе elucidated. In 
the framework of а systematic approach, а new result is obtained for the S levels. It amounts to 
-16.4 kHz in the ground state and -1.9 kHz in the 2S state. 

1. INТRODUCТION 

The correction to the S levels of hydrogen atom, which is first order in т! М and fourth 
order in Z а, has Ьесоте recently а point of controversy. Initially, this correction was calculated 
in Ref. [1]. А different result for the same correction was subsequently obtained in Ref. [2]. 
While the same (exact in Z а) starting expression for the pure recoil correction was employed in 
both papers, the methods of calculation and, in particular, the regularization schemes used were 
rather different. То resolve the discrepancy between the two results, ап attempt was undertaken 
in Ref. [3] to prove the сопесtпеss of the earlier result of Ref. [1] Ьу applying the method of 
calculation used Ьу the present author in Ref. [2]. Ап extra contribution due to the peculiarities 
ofthe regularization procedure was found Ьу the authors ofRef. [3], which exactly compensated 
for the difference between the result of Ref. [2] and that of Ref. [1]. This finding has led 
the authors of Ref. [3] to the conclusion that «discrepancies between the different results for 
the correction of the order of (Za)6(mjM) to the energy levels of the hydrogen-like ions are 
resolved and the correction of this order is now firrnly established». 

Assuming that the criticism of Ref. [3] is completely valid, we nevertheless cannot agree 
with the conclusion cited аЬоуе. The point is that in emphasizing the importance of ап explicit 
regularization of divergent expressions, the authors of Ref. [3] рау по attention to ап accurate 
matching of regularized contributions. 

In fact, опе usually starts from ап exact expression which сап Ье easily checked to have а 
finite value. Different approximations must then Ье used to handle this expression at different 
scales. In this way some auxiliary parameter(s), which епаЫе us to separate the applicability 
domains for different approximations, are introduced. Fina1ly, а necessary condition for the 
sum of the calculated contributions to Ье correct is its independence of апу scale-separating 
parameter. 

In the present paper we systematically pursue this Нпе of reasoning for а reca1culation of 
the order of (Za)6m 2 j М correction to the hydrogen епещу levels. We discuss only the S levels 
since for higher angular-momentum levels the result has actually Ьееп firrnly established [2,4]. 
Since the controversy mentioned аЬоуе concerns details of а regularization at the subatomic 
scale, the dependence of the results оп the principa1 quantum number n is also known. We 
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therefore perform аН the calculations for the ground state and then restore the n dependence 
in the final result. 

То make the presentation self-contained we rederive some known results, using sometimes 
new approaches. The general outline of the problem is given in Sec. 2. Sections 3, 4 and 5 
deal with the Coulomb, magnetic, and seagull contributions, respectively. The сопеsропdепсе 
between various results is discussed in Sec. 6. А couple of minor computational issues are 
addressed in the Appendices. 

The Coulomb gauge of the electromagnetic potentials and relativistic units h = с = 1 
are used throughout the paper. Leaving aside the radiative сопесtiопs we set Z = 1 in what 
follows. 

2. GENERAL OUТLINE 

The first recoil сопесtiоп to а bound state energy ofthe relativistic electron in the Coulomb 
field is an average value of the nonlocal operator [5-7, 1, 8], 

1 J dw fJ.Erec =-- -2·((р-D(w,r'))G(r',rIЕ+w)(р-D(w,r))), 
м 7rZ 

which is taken over an eigenstate of the Dirac equation in the Coulomb field, 

Q 

Нф(r) = Еф(r), Н = ар + fЗm - -. 
т 

(1) 

(2) 

In (1), р is the electron momentum operator, D(w, r) describes an exchange Ьу the transverse 
(magnetic) quantum, 

and 

k(ak) 
ak=a-~, 

G (r', rlE + ш) = (Е + w - ар' - fЗm + ?) -1 (j(r' - r) 

(3) 

(4) 

is the Green's function for the Dirac equation in the Coulomb field. The integration contoиr 
in (1) goes from minus infinity to zero below the real axis, rounds zero from аЬоуе, and then 
proceeds to plus infinity аЬоуе the real axis. 

Since we are going to calculate the сопесtiоп (1) pertиrbatively, i.e., as а power series in 
а, we сап decompose (1) into three parts: 

fJ.E rec = с + м + S, (5) 

namely, the Coulomb, magnetic, and seagull contributions, which сопеsропd to the рр, 
pD + Dp, and DD terms from (1), respectively. 

3. COULOMB CONTRIВUTION 

lt is natиral to continuously transform the integration contoиr into the sum of two 
subcontoиrs, thus splitting the Coulomb contribution into two terms, 
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(6) 

where Л_ is the рюjесtог to the set of negative-energy Dirac-Coulomb eigenstates. The former 
term in (6) results fюm the integration along the upper half of the infinite circumference and 
its value is determined Ьу the atomic scale р rv та. Being the average of the local operator, 
this term сап Ье easily calculated exactly. The latter term in (6) arises as ап integral along 
the contoиr С_, wrapping the half-axis (-00, О) in the counterclockwise direction. This term 
is completely satиrated Ьу momenta from the relativistic scale р rv т. It сап therefore Ье 
calculated without апу regularization [1,2]: 

1 т2а6 
- М (рЛ_р)", = м-. (7) 

4. МAGNEТIC CONTRIВUТION 

Using the identity 

1 
(pGD + DGp) = - ([р, H]GD + DG[H, р] + {р, D}) , 

w 
(8) 

which follows directly fюm the equation for the Green's function, we сап extract from the 
general expression for the magnetic contribution, 

1 J dw М = М 2Jri (pGD + DGp) , (9) 

its local part, 

1 J dw 1 1 М 2Jri~ ({p,D(w,r)}) = -2М ({p,D(O,r)}). (10) 

С_ 

Оuе to the rapid convergence of the integral in (9) at infinity, we сап reduce the integration 
contoиr to С _. Ву virtue of the virial relations (see Ref. [9] and the references cited there), 
the sum ofthe local parts ofthe Coulomb and magnetic contributions takes а simple form [6]: 

/ р2 1 ) т2 _ Е2 
\ 2М - 2М {р, D(O, г)} = 2М (11) 

Physically, this contribution to the recoil correction is induced Ьу an instantaneous part of the 
еlесtюп-пuсlеus interaction. 

4.1. Long Distances 

Immediate integration with respect to w in (9) gives [2]: 

м = -~ J ~ (("'" lm)(ml _ "'" lm)(ml ) 4JrQk ikr) 
М (21Г)З Р ~ k + Ет - Е ~ Е - Ет + k k е , 

+ -

(12) 

where 2::+(-) represents the sum over discrete levels supplied Ьу the integral over the positive
(negative-) energy part of the continuous spectrum. 
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4.1.1. Positive Energies 

In the leading nonrelativistic approximation, the first term in Eq. (12) reads 

(13) 

where 9 (r',rIE - k) is the Green's function for the Schrodinger equation in the Coulomb 
field, and the average is taken over the nonrelativistic wave function. For the ground state we 
use 

(14) 

Only the p-wave term from the partial expansion 

(15) 

survives the integration over the angles: 

00 1 

M+=-~: / dkk / dx(1-х2)(91(r',rIЕ-k)еikrх). (16) 

о -1 

For the nonrelativistic Green's function in the Coulomb field we use the integral representation 
from Ref. [10], 

im /71" ds exp{i [2(ma/K)s+K(r'+r)/tgs]} (2КМ) 
-. -.. Jз .. (17) 

21ГМ sшs l-ехр{z2(mа/К)Jr} sшs 
о 

The integrals over r and т' in (16) сап Ье easi1y calculated after expanding the Bessel function 
in а power series. The result сап Ье expressed in the [ОfПl 

(18) 

where к = y'2m(k - Е), the contour С is the unit circumference Itl = 1 directed clockwise, 
and 

( та) ( та ikX) а= 1+--;- 1+--;--~, 

Integration Ьу parts conveniently extracts from the last integral in (18) the terms which are 
non-vanishing at large momenta: 

(19) 
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where 

1 
2 1 - у у(1 - у) 1 - у2 у(1 - у2 ) / dt ГУ 

Р(х, у) = Ь(а _ Ь)З - Ь2(а - Ь)2 - аЬ2 (а - Ь) + -а-2-Ь2- - ---:аЗ=Ь- 1 - (b/a)t' (20) 

о 

Here we introduced а new integration variable у == та/ к,. Since 

~ = ~ 1 _ у2 

К, 2 у 
(21) 

а power series expal1sion of (19) with respect to а uр to the first order сап ье achieved Ьу 
expanding the integrand with respect to у ир to the first order (note that а - Ь = 4у - 2ikx/ к,): 

2 2 
(1 - у )Р(х, у) :::::: (а _ Ь)З 

1 1 у2 У 
2(а - Ь) + '2 - 2(а _ Ь) - '2 + у ln(a - Ь). (22) 

Несе the last term emerges as а result of expansion of the integral in (20), 

1 

/ 
dt ГУ 1 ( Ь) 

1-(b/a)t = l_УР 1,I-y;2-y;~ , (23) 

о 

where Р(1, 1 - у; 2 - у; Ь/а) is the Gauss hypergeometric function. Integrating now (22) first 
with respect to х, and then with respect to у, from О to some Уа (а 1 / 2 « Уа « 1), we obtain 

Уо I 

/ 
2 / 2 7!' 1 1 4Уб 1 dy(l- у) dx(1 - х )Р(х, у):::::: - - - - -1п - + - -

32а 48У5 12 а 48 
о -1 

Оп the other hand, we сап ignore а in Р(х, У) in the interval [Уа, 1]. In the sum oftwo integra1s, 
the dependence оп the аuхi1iасу parameter Уа disappears, and we obtain the result 

М+=-- --+-ln-+-ln--+-ln2+--7!'a . m 2a S { 7!' 8 1 8 Ry 16 32 } 
М7!' а 3 а 3 (E)IS 3 9 

(25) 

Here we introduce the Bethe logarithm [11] 

/

1 F (1, 1 - у; 2 - у; ((1 - у) / (1 + у) ) 2) - 1 _ Ry 11 

16 dyy О+у)4(1_у) -lП(Е)IS +21n2+ 6 · 
о 

(26) 

In (25), the order а4 term is the lowest-order contribution to (10), the order а5 terms are in 
accord with the result of Salpeter [12], and the order а6 term coincides with the retardation 
correctiol1, found in Ref. [2], Eq. (14), Ьу а different method. 

It сап Ье easily seen that the order а6 contribution to the positive-energy part of (12) is 
exhausted Ьу the sum of the contributions to (10) and (25). Actually, relativistic corrections 
are at least of the а2 relative order. The retardation reveals itself beginning with the a S order 
(25). Непсе the relativistic corrections [ос the retardation are at least of the order of а7 • 
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4.1.2. Negative Energies 

Virtual transitions to the negative-energy states give rise to the second term in (12). In 
the leading nonrelativistic approximation, it is [2] 

_ а2 j d3k / 47Г 47Гk~, ) 
М_ - 4т2М (27Г)3 \k,2 т;г , (27) 

where kk' = k - k' (kk') / k,2, and k' = р' - р - k; here р and р' are the arguments of the 
wave function and its conjugate, respectively. The integral over k diverges logarithmically (the 
leading linear divergence vanishes due to the numerator, which at k-+oo becomes transverse 
to itself, and hence rises on1y like k, not k2). То treat this divergence we use the following 
formal trick [2]: subtract from (27) the same expression with k,2 + л2 substituted in place of 
k,2. For л » та, the subtracted term is completely determined Ьу а scale much less than 
the atomic one, so that we find that term below Ьу using а relativistic approach. 

The regularized version of (27) сап Ье written in the [опn 

In the coordinate representation, the integral аЬоуе is 

(29) 

After substitution into (28) it gives 

м - МТ = _~ \47Г8(r) j-Лd(]' (1 _ (]'2) + ~ j-Лd(]'(]' (1- (]'2) еУТ) . (30) 
- - 4т2 М л2 т2 л2 ' 

О О 

Finally, the result of а trivial ca1culation of the average over the ground state is 

(31) 

where с == л/2m. 

4.2. Short Distances 

Since in the nonrelativistic approximation the subtracted term, M~, is ultraviolet 
divergent, we must ca1culate it beyond this approximation, i.e., using а relativistic approach. 
It is more convenient in this approach to postpone the integration over UJ to the last stage of 
ca1culation. As we will see below, the reversed order of integration (first over space variables, 
then over frequency) makes the ca1culations quite simple. The price for the technical advantage 
is that а regиlator contribution is ca1culated not only for the negative-energy part, but also for 
the positive-energy part of М. Surely, the instantaneous contribution сап Ье put aside, so that 
on1y two first terms from the right-hand side of (8) are considered below. 

For the subtracted term, we have the new expansion parameter, та/ л, and hence the 
СоulотЬ interaction during а single magnetic exchange сап Ье treated perturbatively. The order 
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т0'6 / м contributions arise due to оп1у two first terrns of the Green's function expansion in 
the Сои10mЬ interaction, с(О) and с(l). Let us begin with the second contribution: 

(32) 

Here 

and we сап disregard the atomic momenta in comparison with л and т: 

The notations of Ref. [2] are used: 'Ф2 == \'IjJ(o)\2, the ang1e brackets denote here integrations 
over р and р I together with the average over the spinor иOt = баl , q = р I - р, and 

The average over the spin degrees of freedom gives 

(34) 

Then, after transition to the coordinate representation we obtain 

(35) 

The integration over r is simp1e but 1engthy. The resu1t is 

r a 3'IjJ2 J dVJ {К К2 ( П) ( К) } МС =--- -. ---1п 1+- +(Пr+К)+21п 1+- . 
2тМ и,; П п2 К П 

(36) 

С_ 

Here the contour of integration goes counterc10ckwise around the cut that соппеси points 
-2т and -л. According to the Feynman ru1es, П = i\П\, while К = +(-)\К\ оп the 10wer 
(upper) edge of this cut. Since the integrand is regu1ar at small w, we сап set л = о (recal1 
that л « т) and obtain 

1 

Ма = a 3'IjJ2 J dx (VГ=X -~ arctg J х _ 1 ) = _ ~ Jra3'IjJ2. (37) 
тМ х3/2 х2 1 - х vx(1 - х) 2 тМ 

о 

То calcu1ate the contribution due to с(О) we must account properly for the wave-function's 
short-distance behavior: 
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МТ = _ a 3'1j} J dw / (47ГР' 2т + w + О!р' 47ГО!ч + 
1/J 7г М iw \ р'2 р'2 _ 02 q2 - К2 

С_ 

+ 47ГО!р' W + О!р' 4Jrq ) 2т + о!р 47Г) 
р'2 _ К2 р'2 _ 02 q2 р2 р2' 

(38) 

, 
Averaging over the spin part of the wave function, we obtain 

(39) 

Again, the six-dimensional integral over р and р' tums into а simple integral over r in the 
coordinate representation. This integral is 

M~. = 2а3ф2 J dw {(4т + 1) [~1П (1 + ~) + _1 lп (1 + К) __ 1 ] + 
'1' М i w 02 К К2 О ОК 

+ _1_1п К } . (40) 
2mw О 

FinaHy, the integration along the same contour as аЬоуе gives for the nonvanishing in the lirnit 
с:-+О terms 

МТ = т2а6 (~_~JOO ~+21П~)' 
1/J М с: 9Jr,fi JchB с: 

о 

(41) 

We see that, as expected, the 10garithmic in с: term cancels the corresponding term in (31). 
ТЬе more singular in с: terms сап опlу Ье the result of the regularization procedure applied 
to the positive-energy contribution (25). Since the latter is nonsingular at short distances, this 
procedure is actuaHy unnecessary, i.e., it сап produce опlу positive powers ofma/ л. An explicit 
ca1culation сап Ье found in Appendix А. 

4.3. Total Magnetic Contribution 

In the sum of аН contributions due to а single magnetic exchange апу dependence оп the 
scale separating parameter с: cancels out, and we obtain 

М.+ - =-- -1+21п--l--\ 
р2 ) т2а6 ( 1 3) 

а 2М а' М а 2' 
(42) 

Here -1 оп the right-hand side is due to the (long-range) effect of retardation (see Eq. (25) 
and Ref. [2], Eq. (14», 21nO/a) - 1 comes from the whole range of scales from та to т, 
and -3/2 is the short-range contribution. 
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5. SEAGULL CONТRIВUТION 

5.1. Long Distances 

The best way to analyze the atomic scale contribution is to begin Ьу taking the integral 
with respect to UJ. It appears that in the order of interest only the positive-energy intermediate 
states should Ье considered [2]: 

S+ = а2 J d3k / 411' 2р' k' + i[O'k'] 411' 2Pk + i[O'k]) . 
2М (211')3 \ k,2 2т k2 2т 

(43) 

А simple power coul1ting shows that only bilinear in k and k' term gives rise to the ultraviolet 
divergel1ce. То regularize this divergence, we substract from the divergent term the regulator 
contribution, which at large distances is 

(44) 

while та « л, л' «т. In the coordinate representation the regularized version of (43) is 

(45) 

The average over the ground state is (с;' = л' 12т): 

(46) 

Иеrе 1 appears due to the nonsingular operator рг- 2р. The first term in the curly brackets 
represel1ts the regulator contribution to the previous order. In Appendix В, ап appearance of 
this term as а short-range contribution to the та5 1М order is shown explicitly. In what follows 
we calculate the subtracted term, whose nonrelativistic version (44) is ultraviolet divergent, in 
the framework of а relativistic approach. 

5.2. Short Distances 

Like in the case of the single magnetic exchange, опlу two first terms of the Green's 
ful1ction expansion in the СоиlоmЬ interaction contribute to the m 2а6 1М order. Por the G(l)'s 
contribution we have 

(47) 

Calculation along the same lines as in tl1e case of Ма gives the result 

1I'a37jJ2 . 

Sb= Мт (41п2-2), (48) 

which is nonsingular in the limit л, л' -+0. 
As for the contribution due to с(О), it сап Ье extracted from 
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аЗф2 f dы \ 47Гар, w + ар' 47Гаq 2т + ар) , 
2 М . ,2 у,2 2 2 2 у2 (р2 + ",2)2 47Г + (л f-t Л ) 
7г t Р -,\.- р'-П q-,\.- I 

(49) 

С_ 

as а zeroth-order term of the Laurent series in "( == та (this series begins with ап order 1/,,( 
term describing the seagull contribution to the т2а5/М order at short distances discussed in 
Appendix В). The average over the spin part of the wave function is 

(2mwap,aq + ap/(ap')aq(ap») = - (w2 + [р,2 - п2]) (1 + ~:2~22) + 2p'q. (50) 

The term in the square brackets сап Ье omitted. In fact, the corresponding part of (49) does not 
depend оп т and hence (merely оп dimensional grounds) contributes to them2a 5 / М order 
only. The first term then gives the nonsingular contribution in the limit л, л' ~O: 

_ w2 (1 + (p,q)2) ~ 7ГаЗф2 (1 _ 41п2). 
p12q2 Мт 

(51) 

Finally, analysis ofthe last term in (50) deserves more attention since here we have the infrared 
singularity. Integrated over the space variables, this term gives 

2p'q ~ 2маЗф2 f ~w {f(П, К) - f(K', К)}, 
т tW 

(52) 

С_ 

f(x, у) = ln (1 +~) _ ху 
у (х+у)2 

(53) 

(recall that К' = vw2 - ,\'2). For 6 « 1 we obtain 

2аЗф2 f dw 7ГаЗф2 (1 ) -- -. f(П,К)=-- -21n-+41n2-1 . 
Мт tW Мт 6 

(54) 

С_ 

Ca1culation ofthe integral with f(K', К) is slightly more cumbersome since it does not contain 
а small parameter. The contour С _ for this integral encompasses in the counterclockwise 
direction the cut connecting the points - л and - л'. Continuous deformation of С _ leads to 
the equation 

f dы ... = f dw ... - 27Гi Res ... - 27Гi Res ... , 
w=o w=oo 

(55) 

С_ С+ 

where ... represents ЛК', K)/w, and the contour С+ goes in the clockwise direction around 
the cut that connects the points л and л'. Using the evident relations, 

fdw···=-fdы ... , (56) 

С+ С_ 

Res -.!. f(K', К) = f(л', л) , 
",=0 w 

(57) 

1, 1 
Res - f(K ,К) = -ln2+ - , 

"'=00 w 4 
(58) 
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we obtain 

2а3'ц} J dы f(K', К) = 1Ю31·f (21П ~ + 2с;с;' -~). 
Мт и,; Мт с; + с;' . (с; + с;')2 2 

(59) 

С_ 

5.3. Total Seagull Contribution 

As сап Ье seen from (46), (48), (51), (54), and (59), the total seagull contribution to the 
т2а6 1М order does not depend оп the scale separating parameters л and л'. The contribution 
is 

S,=-- 1-21п-+-+41п2-2 т2а6 ( 2 1 ) 
о< М а 2 ' 

(60) 

where 1 is the 10ng-range contribution, 4ln 2 - 2 is the short-range contribution, and the 
remaining terms obtain their values оп the whole range of sca1es from та to т. 

6. СОNСLUSЮNS 

In complete agreement with the result of Ref. [13], the total correction of the т2а61М 
order does not contain lп а. It consists of two terms, 

т2 _ Е21 т2а6 
AErec = 2М ",' + Мn3 (21п2 - 3). (61) 

The former term is completely determined Ьу the atomic scale and depends nontrivia11y 
оп the principal quantum number n, 

т2-Е21 т2а6 (1 3 2 1) 
2М 0<' = 2Мn3 4 + 4n - n 2 + n 3 . (62) 

As for the latter term, our calculations show that it has its origin at the sca1e of the order 
ofm. 

The correction (61) shifts the hydrogen ground state Ьу -16.4 kHz and the 28 state Ьу 
-1.9 kHz. These figures are comparable [14] or еуеп exceed the uncertainties of the recent 
Lamb shift measцrements [15]. 

The result (61) differs from those obtained in Refs. [1,3] and in Ref. [2]. Let us first discuss 
the origin of the difference in the latter case. In Ref. [2], it was erroneously assumed that the 
cancellation of singular operators at the atomic scale does not lеауе а nonvanishing remainder. 
The present calculation shows that because of the difference in the particular features of а 
cutoff procedure used to regularize the average values of different singular operators, some 
finite contributions survive the cancellation process. 

Unfortunately, the same error was repeated in Ref. [3]. The 10ng-range contribution was 
found there in the framework of some particular regularization scheme. It was then added to 
the short-range contribution calculated in Refs. [1,2] Ьу completely different regularization 
procedures. The regularization dependence of the results obtained in Ref. [3] сап Ье seen, 
for ехатрlе, in Eq. (29) of Ref. [3], where the integration over k', which is limited аЬоуе Ьу 
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the parameter а', gives rise to а finite (depending оп а' / а) contribution to the result. This 
contribution was епопеоuslу ornitted from Eq. (29) of Ref. [3]. 

The епоr made in Ref. [1] is а computational епоr, which is caused Ьу inaccurate 
treatment of the frequency dependence in the integral (42) of Ref. [1] (ironically, because 
of а typographical епоr, only the important factors, (u;2 - k;)-l and (u;2 - ki)-l, are skipped 
in Eq. (42) of Ref. [1]). In what follows we rederive our result employing the regularization 
scheme used in Ref. [1]. 

First of аН, the result for the 10ng-range contribution (46) of Ref. [1] (<<the third term») 
is consistent with the result of our work (1 in Eq. (46». 

As for the remaining contributions, let us begin with опе general comment. In their analysis 
ofthe integral (42), the authors of Ref. [1] use the symmetrization in u;, since, as they wrote, 
«generally there are three regions of photon energy, u; ,...., а2 , u; ,...., а, and u; ,...., 1, that give 
а contribution and the rniddle region is almost eliminated Ьу the symmetrization». In order 
to avoid the discussion whether the middle region is eliminated or not, we will recalculate the 
contributions ofthe first and the second terms in Eq. (43) ofRef. [1] without the symmetrization 
in u;. Since the symmetrization procedure is по more than а technical trick, the result of а 
calculation should not depend оп whether this procedure is applied or not. 

То dеtепniпе the high-energy part of the first and second term contribution, we set 
6' = 6 = О in (49) and cut otf the 10w-energy end Iu; I < тЕ from the contour С _. The result for 
the short-range (high-energy) contribution to the integral (42) ofRef. [1] сап then ье obtained: 

(63) 

The sum of the order т 2 а6 / м contributions to Eqs. (51), (54), and (57) of Ref. [1] is smaller 
Ьу а factor of 2. An extra factor 1/2 emerges there due to the symmetrization in u;, since the 
contribution of the contour С+, which wraps the half-axis (тЕ, (0), vanishes. 

Let us now consider the low energies. Only the second term in Eq. (43) of Ref. [1] 
contributes there. According to Eqs. (42) and (43) of Ref. [1], this contribution (with the 
typos сопесtеd) is 

а2 J dUJ J d3k1 J d3k2 J d3p 
i1E = Мт 21ri (27т-)3 (27г)3 (21Г)3 Х (64) 

C L 

4Jrk1 4Jrk2 
Х 1,Ь(р + k1)-k2 i 2 2 k2 21,Ь(р + k2). 

l-U; mu;-p 2-Ц) 

Here the contour С L goes from -тЕ to О below the real axis and then from О to тЕ 
аЬоуе it. Reca11 now that the high-energy contribution (63) is calculated оп the assumpt.ion 
that Е » а. This means that in (64) we сап ignore р2, which is of the order of (та)2, in 
comparison with 2mu;, which is shown below to Ье of the order of т2а. We сап then easily 
соте to the coordinate representation and obtain 

(65) 

Since the integration contour does not wrap the zero point, we сап safely add the operator 
-1/ т4 , which is annihilated Ьу the u; integration. The result of taking the average over the 
groulld state is 
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tJ.E = - 2т2а6 J dы _1_ х 
М Ъгi UJ - О 

C L 

х 21n - - + -- + - - . ( (1 ilUJI) 2ilUJI 1 3 ( UJ ) 2 1 ) 
та та 1 - ilUJI/ma 2 та 1 - ilUJI/ma 

(66) 

Here we see that the natural scale for UJ is in fact та. Since IUJI is positive оп the lower 
half of С L, the integral given аЬоуе in dimensionless units reads 

</<> 
т2а6 J (4 4 х2 

) tJ.E= --- dx -arctgx - -- - 3-- . 
7г М Х 1 + х2 1 + х2 

(67) 

О 

ТЬе result of integration, 

tJ.E=-- 3--21n-+-т2а6 (Е Е 1) 
М 1Ю а 2 ' 

(68) 

being added to all the other seagull contributions, gives for the order т 2 а6 / м seagull correction: 

S , = -- - 21n - + 21n 2 - -т2а6 (1 1) 
а М а 2 ' 

(69) 

in complete agreement with ош result (60). 

1 wish to thank М. Eides, Н. Grotch, and А. Milstein for stimulating discussions, and 
S. Karshenboim who informed те about recent experimental works. ТЬе research was partially 
financed Ьу the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (grant N2 97 -02-18450), and Ьу the 
Universities of Russia Program (grant N295-0-5.5-130). 

APPENDIXA 

Extra terms in (41) should Ье canceled Ьу the regulator counterpart of (13), which differs 
from (13) Ьу vk2 + л2 used instead of k. Like in the main text, we approximate the sum over 
the positive-energy intermediate states Ьу the nonrelativistic Green's fипсНоп and the matrix 
element of а Ьу р / т. In this approximation, the regulator contribution is 

r _ а d k I 2 2 41Ге' 3 ( ~ ) М+ - Мт J (21Г)3 р9 (r ,rlE -~) Jk2+12Pk . (А.l) 

After the transformations the regulator version of the expression (18) is 

(А.2) 

where к, = v2m(UJ - Е), UJ = vk 2 + л2 , and the contour С and the fиnctions а and Ь are 
defined in the text. Only singular terms of the expansion (22) operate at ranges of the order 
of л -1. For those terms the integrals over k and х Ьесоте elementary and give 
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м: = т2о:6 {-~ (In~ -1) + ~ _ ~Joo ~}. 
м 0:2 о: о: 97Гу!ё v'chB 

О 

(А.З) 

The second and the third term therefore coincide with the сопеsропding tепns in (41). The 
new singularity сх с2 is the regulator contribution to the instantaneous part of the magnetic 
exchange (10): 

1 (Р' + Pi р' + Pj {ji' - qiq/q2) ({р DT(O r)}) ~ -41Г0: _' __ _ J__ J J = 
- 2М ." 2т 2М q2 + л2 

т2о: 6 (О: ) = -2-- ln - - 1 . 
М0:2 о: 

(А.4) 

APPENDIX В 

(B.l) 

After the integration with respect to р it becomes 

S =-- dww -----т то:5 1 J (l 1) 
М 7г 0:2 - 0:'2 Q + К/ Q + К . 

(В.2) 

С_ 

Up to terms of the first order in 0:, 0:' we obtain 

(В.З) 

The last term compensates for the leading contribution to (46). 
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